Let’s Stand Together for a Better World

Ever felt voting was a waste of time?
Usually, this is true, because the big parties support the current system. They change a few
laws, shift money around; but in the end profits always come first and those on top stay on
top.
Is this the only way? We can put space probes onto comets, restore sight to the blind and
perform triple heart bypass operations: we have the brains to sort out a better system, one
where we will be producing to satisfy people’s needs not for profit, where no one has to live
in poverty while an elite are wealthy beyond imagining.
The Socialist Party believes in a society of cooperation, in helping each other, not exploiting
our neighbours. We believe that power should be shared, not in the hands of a greedy few.
Who controls how much you are paid, where you work, when you work or even if you work?
Who decides how much it costs you to live where you are? You probably have almost no say
in any of these issues which have a big effect on you. But what can you do about it?
Those who benefit from the present system would have you believe there is no alternative. It
helps them if you believe it – although it does nothing for you.
You don’t have to believe you are powerless. If you choose not to support this any more and
vote socialist you will be one of an increasing number questioning the system. You will be
signalling your consent to a world cooperative society where wealth is produced and owned
in common and freely shared according to need. A truly democratic society where decisions
are made for the common good rather than for the gain of vested business interests. Where
you have as much say as the next person regardless of position in life or occupation.

We have seen the world over that when an idea has the support of the majority of the
population, nothing can stop it. To send a signal that you want this, vote for the Socialist
Party candidate, and then come and join us, not to mend the current system but to build a
movement strong enough to end it.

